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Beware of cyberstrangers
 Why educators need to think of the Internet as a virtual 
playground – and make it a safe space for their students.
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Introduction
Responsible educators, administrators and parents do what they can to help the children in their care 
negotiate the world around them as safely as possible. Swaddling them in bubble-wrap isn’t realistic, so most 
adults work to ensure minors are as prepared as possible for the dangers out there while empowering them 
to attain the level of independence appropriate for their age. It is an enormous challenge, and no longer 
achieved simply by reciting “Don’t talk to strangers.”

Many of today’s dangers exist in cyberspace – the same place where a simple search calls up cases of 
tormented minors whose stories ended tragically.  

Cybercriminals and shady search engine optimization (SEO) crews are in a constant battle with network 
infrastructure at educational facilities and public access Internet providers. At stake is more than just the 
viewing of inappropriate content. The Internet is littered with poisonous websites ready to infect computers 
that “drive by” these sites. 

Online research vs. online dangers
The Internet is an important tool in education; it empowers children and educators to explore, be creative and 
connect with one another in ways previously not possible. But there is a dark side as well: The Internet can 
expose children to inappropriate and potentially harmful material. 

Some children inadvertently confront pornography, hate sites, and sites promoting violence. Others may 
actively seek out inappropriate content. Regardless of motive, the participation in chat rooms and other 
interactive digital forums may make children vulnerable to online predators. Of particular concern is the use of 
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter or Instagram to spread detrimental messages.

Parents may be able to control the use of computers in the home. But the ubiquity of Internet access makes 
it challenging to create a safe screen environment at all times. One risk historically has been public access 
computer stations such as those found in grade schools or public libraries. With the advent of BYOD, or “bring 
your own device,” filtering on wireless web access for these connected personal devices is also required. (It is 
typically the facility’s Internet connection, and therefore the responsibility to filter resides with the institution 
rather than the individual using the device.)  

Legislation on safe Internet use for minors
In October 2000, the U.S. Congress passed the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA). This legislation requires 
schools and libraries to adopt an Internet safety policy if they receive federal funds for:

 » Discounted telecommunications

 » Internet access

 » Internal connections services 
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TThese schools must also adopt technological protections that block or filter material deemed obscene, 
pornographic or harmful to minors.

CIPA requires annual certification of compliance. Completing this process proves that an institution receiving 
federal funding has enacted the required web safety policy. It also shows that the policy is enforced when 
minors use the computers. Similarly, the Neighborhood Children’s Internet Protection Act (NCIPA) addresses 
broader online protection issues, and requires a school’s Internet safety policy address five key areas:

1. “Access by minors to inappropriate matter on the Internet and World Wide Web;

2. The safety and security of minors when using electronic mail, chat rooms, and other forms of direct 
electronic communications (including instant messaging);

3. Unauthorized access, including so-called ‘hacking,’ and other unlawful activities by minors online;

4. Unauthorized disclosure, use, and dissemination of personal identification information regarding  
minors; and

5. Measures designed to restrict minors’ access to materials harmful to minors.1

The specific “Technology Protection Measure” required at the perimeter of the network must: 

1. Include specific technology that blocks or filters Internet access

2. Protect against access to visual depictions that qualify as obscene, child pornography, or harmful  
to minors

3. Have the ability to be disabled for adults engaged in bona fide research or other lawful purposes

Businesses are at risk too
Although the goal of CIPA is to protect children from the darker parts of the Internet, there is a compelling 
business reason for an Internet-filtering software solution: Dangerous web interactions frequently take place 
in the form of “link clicking.”,  working against the safeguards demanded by CIPA, elusive and crafty online 
criminals use social engineering techniques to make these links misleadingly attractive and seemingly safe. 
The strategy encourages clicks in emails, on websites, and while participating in chat rooms. 

But there is more to it than that.

Cybercriminals are increasingly using SEO to trick computer users into visiting malicious websites. Called “Black 
Hat SEO,” this attack strategy involves criminals inserting certain keywords into articles in the hopes of making 
the pages rank higher in search results. Criminals also steal content from legitimate web pages and rewrite it – 
a technique that makes it harder to distinguish between malicious and legitimate sites.

Criminals also hack into legitimate websites and install “hidden pages,” or links to malware-laden advertising. 
This way, their illicit pages rank higher in search results, since legitimate sites link to them. Google™ and other 
search engines work hard to remove these links. But millions of web pages are created daily, so it is a never-
ending battle.

Finally, criminals target websites with poor security. Many of these sites are built by free online services, 
making it easy to create malicious web pages that contain keywords related to news events. Millions of spam 
emails  contain links to malware are hosted on these compromised systems. 

A visit to a malicious site causes a flurry of infection attempts, sometimes by several different criminal malware 
cyber-crime packages. These malware packages exploit system vulnerabilities, frequently installing malicious 
programs to turn the machines into drones that send spam or infect other machines. Users also can have their 
personal information stolen, either by the malicious code or by a pop-up that sells fraudulent  
security software.
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A multi-layered approach to web filtering and Internet monitoring
The best practice is to implement a multi-layered approach with technology that filters incoming and 
outgoing traffic, carries out behavioral analysis, and provides reputation ratings, heuristics and signatures.

An Internet-filtering product that enables you to set a specific whitelist of HTTP and HTTPS/SSL domains is a 
proactive approach to the problem of Black Hat SEO. This technique is more effective than blacklisting a tiny 
percentage of malicious domains and trying to keep up with the never-ending list of compromised websites. 

Whitelist techniques become critical for machines using online banking and payroll processing, or that 
contain sensitive or protected information. The ways in which this data can be accessed is substantially 
reduced by establishing a limited number of trusted sites for these sensitive machines to visit.

Web monitoring is also effective because it works around the clock, relieving you of the need to sit at a 
console and oversee connections. It’s possible a compromised machine is on site if web connections are 
being made when students have gone home or business users have left for the day.

Good web monitoring software includes reporting capabilities that identify web usage per device, and offer 
details about “access denied” sites, URLs visited, and bandwidth consumed. This information can be critical 
in determining the level of security inside the network. Many malware command and control (C&C) servers 
are accessed using HTTPS/SSL connections, so gathering information on this traffic can make a world of 
difference in protecting your information systems.

Even if your organization does not receive federal funding for subsidized Internet access, monitoring of minors’ 
or employees’ web activities makes sense from security and productivity standpoints. Clearly documented 
Internet use policies as well as managerial oversight can ensure bandwidth usage is for business-related 
activities rather than personal use, while also ensuring safe practices on your network.

GFI Software™ provides web monitoring and filtering with GFI WebMonitor®, which enables organizations to 
monitor Internet browsing activity and protect minors by blocking access to high-risk or inappropriate sites.  
Learn more at http://www.gfi.com/products-and-solutions/network-security-solutions/gfi-webmonitor
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